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The recent announcements by the 
relevant authorities in Victoria, NSW 
and South Australia confirming 
that emergency water supplies 
will be available from the start 
of the new irrigation season 
have provided much relief to 
horticulturists in the Murray Valley.

The water availability outlook 
looks promising, but it is still not 
clear if we have yet returned to 
a pattern of more normal rainfall 
and inflows to our catchments.

It is still likely that Murray River 
irrigators will face the prospect 
of a nil or significantly reduced 
water allocations on July 2, 2007. 
However, the recent rainfall across 
SA, Victoria and NSW has at least 
provided the potential for improved 
inflows when further rains occur.

Importantly, growers should obtain 
and consider information on managing 
with reduced water allocations that is 
now available. Members can obtain 
this information from our Industry 
Development Officer or by attending 
workshops as they are held. 

Federal Council 2007
As detailed elsewhere in this edition 
(see page 15), the ADFA’s annual 
Federal Council meetings will be held 
over two days, Monday and Tuesday 
July 23 and 24, 2007 at the Mildura 
Settlers in Eighth Street, Mildura.

The first day (Monday) will be the 
Growers’ Open Forum that will 
run from 1.30 – 4.30pm.  It is 
open to all dried grape growers 
and industry stakeholders.

Presentations will be made by:
■ NFF President, David Crombie
■ Horticulture Australia Ltd Chairman, 

Nigel Steele-Scott and Managing 
Director, John Webster

■ Chairman of HAL Industry 
Advisory Committees (Marketing 
and R&D) Barrie MacMillan

■ ADFA Chairman Peter Jones
■ Processor-marketer Update by 

Sunbeam Foods – Richard Findlay, 
Chris Ellis & Andrew Mitchell

■ Marketing Projects – Update 
by Wayne Street

■ Benchmarking & Economic 
sustainability project – Update 
by Garth Swinburn 

David Crombie has been President 
of NFF for the past 12 months 
and will provide a comprehensive 
outline of recent NFF activities and 
priority issues. These include:
■ The National Plan for Water Security

■ Workplace relations 
■ Federal election & priority 

issues for agriculture

Nigel Steele-Scott and John Webster 
will provide an update on Horticulture 
Australia’s activities including their 
involvement in the development of a 
Horticulture Industry Strategic Plan, 
an initiative which is being supported 
strongly by the Federal Minister for 
Agriculture, Peter McGauran.

Barrie MacMillan who chairs the 
Industry Advisory Committees 
on research and marketing will 
provide an update on the projects 
being funded by levies.

Garth Swinburne from Scholefield 
Robinson, will provide an update on 
a project entitled “The Economics of 
a Sustainable Dried Grape Industry” 
and Wayne Street (from Street Ryan 
& Associates) will provide an update 
on three marketing projects entitled 
“Alternative Marketing Options”, 
“Market Research & Development” 
and “Supply Chain Partnerships”.

The speakers at this Forum will 
cover a wide range of current issues 
affecting Australian agriculture that 
should be of interest to all growers. 

I urge everyone who has an interest 
in the future of their industry to attend 
this important event and obtain the 
latest possible information. Importantly, 
those attending will also be able to 
pose questions on issues of concern.

Reminder –   
contract review continues
Growers with contracts due for 
renewal are reminded that the ADFA 
reviews of contracts being offered by 
processors is continuing and moving 
towards finalisation.  The Branch 
Working Group has identified the broad 
areas of concern where changes are 
required to improve the contractors.

ADFA is hoping to meet with 
processors in the near future to 
seek agreement to vital changes 
to existing contract provisions.

Peter Jones 
ADFA Chairman
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Hi everybody and welcome.

It doesn’t seem that two months have 
gone by since the last edition of The 
Vine, but it has, and growers have either 
finished pruning or are well into it. So 
it is time to sit back and reflect on last 
season and evaluate past management 
decisions before making any major 
decisions for the coming season.

Finances will play a big role in any 
new decisions. Unfortunately an 
undesirable outcome from the last 
season for many growers and the 
current industry instability associated 
with water allocations may result in 
a lack of confidence in spending.

Market access
On a more positive note, Australian 
Table Grape Association (ATGA) 
Promotions Subcommitte 
delegates visited both Japan 
and Korea again in June. 

ATGA Chief Executive Jeff Scott let 
the delegation which also included 
Mildura grower John Argiro, 
Australian Horticultural Exporters 
Association (AHEA) representative 
David Minnis and Ross Clarke 
from the Department of Agriculture 
Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF). 

The tour aimed to establish the 
viability and sustainability of the 
market for Australian table grapes 
and to further investigate product 
requirements and expected prices.

The delegation reported back 
to the ATGA Board that there 
is definite potential in both 
markets and that market access 
proceedings should continue.

China
A delegation to China comprising Mr 
Scott, Mr Minnis and I travelled to 
China to coincide with the technical 
talks between Chinese authorities and 
Biosecurity Australia (BA). While we 
were not directly involved in the talks, 
it was felt that industry should be 
present to assist if requested, and as 
it was, met with BA representatives on 
numerous occasions to give advice.

China and BA are currently working 
on a pest risk analysis and the 
ATGA is providing the necessary 
research data and support. 

The ATGA is happy with the outcomes 

to date and continues to make 
this project an absolute priority.

Drought management
Drought management is a prime 
concern for many of the growers in the 
Murray Valley at the moment. The large 
proportion of ATGA members affected 
by the current dry conditions has seen 
the ATGA become involved to gain the 
best possible outcome for growers.

The ATGA initiated a meeting in Mildura 
comprising the major horticultural 
groups affected by the drought. This 
led to a further meeting in Melbourne 
where, with the assistance of 
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL), 
representatives from horticultural 
industries along the Murray Darling 
basin attended to discuss the current 
situation and the prospect of zero 
water allocations for 2007/08 and to 
formulate an industry wide response.

The industries decided to engage 
the National Farmers Federation 
(NFF) and the Horticulture Australia 
Council (HAC) to lobby government 
on their behalf. HAL also agreed to 
put  water on the agenda for their May 
forum in Sydney (see cover story).

As you will see in the cover story 
the emphasis has been placed on 
managing the effects of drought and 
water shortage rather than water 
alone as it is felt that this an issue 
that requires long term strategies and 
further government involvement.

Thanks again until the next edition.

Nick Muraca 
ATGA President

Lots to think about before 
next season
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Industry forum tackles water crisis
Despite recent rains, access 
and availability of water remain 
the industry’s top priority.

The lack of significant rainfall in 
production and catchment areas 
is already having an effect and the 
prospect of limited or zero allocation 
at the start of the 2007/08 irrigation 
season is creating instability within 
the industry and is causing great 
concern among growers.

Australian Table Grape Association 
(ATGA) Chairman and Robinvale 
grape grower Nick Muraca warned 
that it was not just the bank balance 
and vines that were suffering. 

“The mental health of our growers 
and service industries is also 
at risk and unless addressed 
depression among rural townships 
will become a plague,” he said.

There is little doubt that water has been 
and will continue to be one of the key 
issues facing the Australian horticulture 
industry. In 2002 an external review 
of the horticulture industry identified 
water as one of the five key national, 
across-industry strategic areas for 
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) 
to address. Since that time there has 
been unprecedented interest in water 
issues as a result of continued drought, 
major water reform and increasing 
pressures on water resources for 
urban and environmental uses.

Significant activity has been 
undertaken to address the water 
issues on behalf of industry:
■ Establishment of the Horticulture Water 

Initiative (HWI) in 2003 to collectively 
respond to water issues for the whole 
horticulture industry and its continued 
activities over the past four years;

■ Industry response to drought 
and water issues; and

■ Research and development 
projects and programs.

However, the continuing drought 
over much of the eastern states and 
subsequent changes to water policy and 
allocation in late 2006 and early 2007 
has necessitated more immediate action.

A Drought Session was held at the 
HAL Industry Forum in November 
2006 to discuss water issues in 
the context of the drought.  While 
the Murray Darling Basin (MDB) 
was experiencing extreme drought 
conditions other regions frequently 
facing shortage of water have learnt 
to manage with less available water.  

Extreme water shortages in the MDB 

has called for further action and in 
May representatives of horticulture 
industries along the MDB met 
to discuss an industry response 
to dealing with extreme water 
shortages in the 2007/08 season. 

As a consequence of this meeting a 
special forum was conducted at the 
HAL Industry Forum on 30 May, 2007 to 
discuss the Murray Darling water crisis.

Murray-Darling Basin Commission 
General Manager River Murray David 
Dreverman presented statistics 
on current and predicted future 
water allocations in the MDB. MHA 
Minister for River Murray, Minister 
for Water Security, South Australia 
Hon Karlene Maywald was invited 
to present the South Australian 
Government’s response to this issue. 

Mr Muraca very clearly presented 
the horticulture industry’s position 
and additional work that has been 
undertaken by a group led by 
the Horticulture Australia Council 
(HAC).He said the key areas of 
concern for the industry were:
■ Information requirements 
■ Exceptional circumstances 
■ Maximising water for horticulture 

Information requirements
Mr Muraca said individual growers 
required information on how to 
manage their orchards/vineyards 

“The mental health 
of our growers and 
service industries 
is also at risk...” 

Cover Story
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under water shortages, and future 
predictions on allocations and 
weather to aid in crop decisions.

He said it was important to ensure that 
simple and concise information on water 
allocations and future predictions are 
available to growers on a weekly basis 
and that a 1 800 number be developed 
to respond to information requirements.

Furthermore, it was only fair that 
there was consistency in allocation 
policy/decisions between states 
and announcements, he said.

Mr Muraca told the forum it was 
important to maintain industry 
representative structures to ensure 
growers were provided with adequate 
information and support through 
the crisis. Industry could also take a 
greater role and provide information 
on minimal water requirements and 
stories on model farms/case studies 
to assist growers with their decision 
making processes, he said.

Exceptional circumstances
“The current Exceptional circumstances 
(EC) package is not being accessed by 
horticulture because it fails to meet the 
needs of horticulture,” Mr Muraca said.

“A new EC for horticulture is needed, 
but to do this properly it is important 
to identify and quantify those needs.”

It was proposed a taskforce led by 
HAC with farmer federations and 
industry bodies be established to 
define the required changes to EC 
arrangements and present the proposed 
changes to ministers, he said.

Since the forum HAC, led by Chief 
Executive Officer Kris Newton and 
Chairman Stuart Swaddling, together 
with industry representatives (viticulture, 
citrus, stone fruit/almonds) met with 
Minister McGauran. The Minister made 
available two Department of Agriculture 
Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) senior 
staff who handle EC packaging and 
two senior staff from Centrelink. 

“I feel it was a very worthwhile 
meeting,” Mr Muraca said.

“However, at this stage it is difficult 
to prove that industries have 

suffered losses of income due to the 
drought and until such time as this 
can be proven Minister McGauran 
is unable to take any action.

“The situation will continue to be 
monitored and we all agreed to 
meet again in late July when there 
may be further announcements 
about the possibility of zero 
allocation in 2007/08,” he said. 

Maximising water 
for horticulture
The future of horticulture may depend 
on the allocation of limited water to 
preserve its longer-term viability.

Mr Muraca said there were two views 
regarding water allocation and that 
the horticulture position was not yet 
resolved. He said that under normal 
circumstances the Horticulture 
Water Initiative supports the National 
Water Commission policy of using 
the market to determine appropriate 
use of water (from the National 
Horticulture Water Policy, but these 
were not normal circumstances.

The first view called for water to 
be allocated to preserve sectors 
of the industry and maintain tree 
survival, with excess water traded. 

The second view was simply to let the 
market decide priority industries.

The table grape industry continues to 
fight for its members and along with 
all horticulture commodities in the 
MDB has formed a united front to liaise 
with the Government to achieve the 
best possible outcomes for growers.

“The future of 
horticulture may 
depend on the 

allocation of limited 
water to preserve its 
longer-term viability.” 

HAC takes 
up the fight 
on behalf of 

growers
Horticulture Australia Council (HAC) 
Chief Executive Officer Kris Newton 
has led a team of people including 
state farmer bodies and peak 
industry bodies to pull together a 
policy submission that describes the 
needs of the horticulture industry 
and potential solutions to the Murray 
Darling Basin (MDB) water crisis. 

The key elements of the 
submission include 

■ Horticulture snapshot – within 
the Murray-Darling basin system 

■ The impact of further 
water restrictions 

■ Urgent assistance measures 
required to address the economic 
and social impacts on MDB 
communities including information 
requirements, exceptional 
circumstances (addressing 
economic impacts and supporting 
farming families) and maximising 
water for horticulture.

HAC is working to get this 
information out to key ministers.
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Interstate Water Sharing 
Agreement – Emergency Supplies
Successful negotiations about 
interstate water sharing arrangements 
have allowed water to be available 
in NSW, Victoria and South 
Australia from July 1, 2007.

The NSW Government has decided 
to make emergency supplies 
available for citrus growers and 
South Australia will make a small 
opening allocation. Victoria has 
announced that some carryover 
water will be available from July 1.

The States have each been allocated a 
total of 12 GL after provision has been 
made for urban and industrial use. Final 
details of the Interstate water sharing 
agreement will be announced soon.

In NSW, while 12 GL has been made 
available, it has been decided that 2 
GL will be used to help critical industry 
survive and 10GL will be held in storage 
until August. Citrus will receive 1100ML.

Victoria – Goulburn-Murray 
Water Clarifies Availability 
of Carryover Water 

Goulburn-Murray Water (G-MW) 
has advised carryover water will 
be available to irrigators in July.  
The announcement was made 
ahead of the seasonal allocation 
announcement on July 2, 2007 to 
allay concerns about the availability 
of carryover water in Victoria. 

The clarification came after agreement 
on water sharing arrangements 
between the States and the 
Commonwealth and the improvements 

in water availability due to late May 
and early June inflows. G-MW expects 
about half of the carryover volumes 
in the Victorian Murray system will be 
available from the beginning of July.  

The availability will be confirmed and 
announced in the July 2 allocation 
announcement after the final carryover 

volumes are established and the end 
of June water resource assessments.  

It is likely the initial allocations will be 
0%, so carryover will be important in 
meeting any early season irrigation 
needs.  As water availability improves 
through July, water will be allocated 
to meet any remaining carryover 
commitments and then to support 
irrigation allocations.  Under the 
proposed sharing arrangements, 
there is now a 95% to 99% 
probability that all Victoria’s Murray 
carryover commitments can be fully 
met by the end of July 2007. 

Goulburn-Murray Water has reassured 
irrigation industry representatives 
they will be consulted to work out the 
most appropriate balance between 
the start date and length of the 
2007/08 season and the allocation 
for customers. Rainfall and inflows 

will be critical to this decision. The 
Bureau of Meteorology has indicated 
that there was only a 50 per cent 
chance of receiving at least average 
rainfall totals between May and July.

South Australia

Irrigators in South Australia will have 
access to a four percent opening 
water annual allocation from July.

The Government has announced 12 
gigalitres will be available for irrigation 
in South Australia, with a minimum 
five available to allocate as carryover 
water from 2006-07 allocations.

The River Murray Minister Karlene 
Maywald said the allocation could be 
increased after analysis of June inflows.

The SA Government also announced a 
further tightening of water restrictions 
in towns and cities sourcing their 
water from the Murray River.

NFF Water Taskforce
The NFF Water Taskforce has 
continued to focus its attention on 
the National Plan for Water Security 
( NPWS) and importantly, the 
contingency planning for the southern 
connected Murray-Darling Basin.

The priority in the development 
and implementation of the NPWS 
is the drafting of the legislation and 
the Intergovernmental Agreement 
(IGA) between the State and Federal 
Governments. Following completion of 
this process, the Federal Government 
will further develop the design of 
the plans for over-allocation and 
water efficiency investment.

The NFF has 
developed a 
communiqué on the 
referral of powers 
by the States 
to the Federal 
Government that 
has been presented 
to Minister Turnbull.

Latest MDBC 
drought report 
in brief
Promising 
early signs 

Key developments 
since the last 
update in April 
have been: 

Pressure eases on irrigators
Inflows to the Murray River system remain slow but agreement over interstate water sharing 
has taken some pressure off horticulturists in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia.

Water Outlook

“The Basin is ... the 
nation’s food bowl 
producing 40 per 

cent of the value of 
our agriculture...”

Low volumes of water are currently flowing over the weir at Lock 9.
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Farmers propose way forward on 
national water plan

Australia’s peak farm body has reaffirmed in-principle support for the 
Australian Government’s National Plan for Water Security provided the 
Commonwealth is handed specific water resources management powers only.

The National Farmers’ Federation has re-iterated its backing 
for the National Water Plan on the basis that it accelerates the 
implementation of the National Water Initiative (NWI).

“The NFF support is conditional on the Commonwealth assuming 
specific, rather than broad, water resource management 
powers,” NFF President David Crombie said. 

“The NFF believes that only the powers required to enable an effective 
whole-of-Basin water management approach need be referred.”

Mr Crombie said the NFF had sought and received assurances 
from the Government on issues of concern to irrigators, including a 
commitment that existing water-sharing plans will be respected.

“The Commonwealth and the States have already agreed to the NWI 
and the current Murray-Darling Basin Agreement (MDBA). These 
agreements clearly establish the management principles for the Murray-
Darling Basin and are supported by the NFF,” Mr Crombie said.

“Governments must ensure that these principles are implemented effectively 
and efficiently within agreed time frames to ensure whole-of-Basin outcomes.

“The NFF supports the Commonwealth’s agreement to respect current 
State water-sharing plans and the arrangements enshrined in the 
MDBA. The NFF believes that State and regional organisations must 
continue to be responsible for regional management of water resources, 
operational issues and all future reviews of water sharing plans.

“The NFF supports the development of a Basin Strategic Plan. This must be a 
statutory plan that includes processes for the development, implementation 
and review of the Plan. The Plan must reflect arrangements within existing 
individual water sharing plans and set standards for achieving NWI objectives. 
The Plan must be informed by data and science from a variety of sources and 
include a formal process for engagement with Basin communities and industry.

“The NPWS must ensure that the reliability of individual entitlement 
holders’ allocations, as provided for in current plans, will not be affected. 

“When existing water sharing plans are rolled-over, any changes to 
these plans must be consistent with the Basin Strategic Plan.

“The NFF recommends that the Commonwealth only seeks 
the referral of specific powers in relation to:
■ The enforcement of NWI and MDB Agreement commitments;
■ The development of a statutory Basin Strategic Plan by the 

MDB Authority and approved by the Commonwealth Minister 
and implemented through State and regional processes;

■ The accreditation of catchment-based water sharing plans; 
■ The coordination and/or management of all environmental water 

to achieve Basin-wide environmental outcomes; and
■ The establishment of an expert MDB Authority reporting to the 

Commonwealth Minister to replace the MDB Commission.

“The NFF support for the NPWS is conditional on the 
provision of more detail on the NPWS and engagement with 
the NFF on the substance of the draft legislation.”

Water Outlook

■ Rainfall across the upper River Murray 
has continued at about average rates. 

■ Catchments remained extremely 
dry in April - inflow for the month 
set a new April low of 40 GL. 

■ May inflow was 103 GL (less than 
May 2006 at 137 GL - record low 
for May was 75 GL in 1902). 

■ By early June catchments were 
‘wetting up’ - flow rates in upper 
Mitta Mitta and Ovens Rivers were the 
highest seen since December 2005. 

■ June inflows are expected to be 
more than 180 GL – about 70 
GL higher than June 2006. 

■ The Bureau of Meteorology reports 
“an elevated chance of a La Niña 
event occurring in 2007”. 

Partner Governments are finalising 
arrangements which will allow 
small amounts of water to be made 
available to the States at the opening 
of the 2007/08 irrigation season. It is 
expected that the initial volumes will 
be very small and further information 
will be provided by the relevant State 
authorities over coming weeks. 

A long way to go to break the drought

Despite these welcome signs, 
significant persistent rainfall will be 
needed over coming months to improve 
the outlook for water availability and for 
the environment of the River Murray. 

The end of May 2007 Murray system 
active storage volume of 740 GL was 
380 GL below the previous lowest 
level of 1120 GL post-Dartmouth 
construction in 1983. It is estimated 
that stream-flows would need to be 
in the wettest 15% of records for 
Hume Reservoir to spill this winter/
spring. It is likely that, even with good 
falls of rain this year, it could take 
several years for storage levels to 
return to long-term average levels. 

Water availability 2007/08 

By late June 2007 water availability 
for 2007/08 was sufficient to meet 
critical urban and some stock and 
domestic water supplies (subject to 
appropriate levels of restriction) with 
small additional volumes of water 
likely to be available to the States 
to distribute as appropriate. ‘Water 
availability’ means actual water in 
storage plus the minimum expected 
inflow used for planning (up to end 
May 2008) minus expected delivery 
and storage evaporation losses. 

As the season progresses water 
availability will be reviewed at least 
monthly. With critical urban water 
needs now assured it is reasonable to 

expect that improvements in inflows, 
in excess of the minimum case, will be 
available to the States for allocation. 

Exactly how those improvements are 
allocated to water users is a matter 
for each State. The Murray-Darling 

Basin Commission’s role is to advise 
each State of the water available. 

This is a brief summary of the 
MDBC drought report released 
on June 26, 2007.  The full report 
is on www.mdbc.gov.au
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The table grape and dried fruit 
industries are committed to an 
industry-wide plan to identify the 
industry’s key biosecurity risks and 
emergency management plans for 
pest and disease outbreaks.

Industries including viticulture last 
year developed plans to ensure 
industries are aware of the latest 
risks and, if an outbreak occurs, 
have contingency planning and risk 
strategies in place to manage it.

The National Viticulture Industry 
Biosecurity Plan aims to help grape 
growers (including wine grape growers) 
identify and manage the potential 
impact of serious exotic diseases if 
they strike the nation’s vineyards. 
It has been developed with Plant 
Health Australia (PHA), the peak body 
to address high priority plant health 
issues and work with members to 
develop internationally-recognised 
plant health management systems.

With pre-emptive planning, the 
viticulture industry, governments 
and other stakeholders can identify 
pests, analyse risks and put in place 
procedures to minimise the threat of 
potentially devastating incursions. 

The biosecurity plan identified 
potential diseases or pests such as 
Grapevine leaf rust, Piece’s disease, 
glassy-winged sharpshooter or vine 
mealybug among the top-ranked 
threats to the viticulture industry.

There are four key components 
to the Biosecurity Plan:
■ Threat identification, pest risk 

assessment and incursion 
management funding arrangements

■ Risk mitigation plan
■ Contingency plans and response 

management procedures

■ Awareness material

Emergency agreement
A number of plant industries 
including dried grapes and table 
grapes have now signed the 
Emergency Plant Pest Response 
Deed (EPPRD) negotiated between 
PHA and the Federal Government. 

The deed clarifies responsibilities 
and activities if an incursion occurs. 
It provides a mechanism for industry 
and governments to raise funds 

for the eradication of emergency 
pest incursions in a timely and 
efficient manner. It seeks to provide 
the following key outcomes:
■ Cost minimisation for all parties
■ Early detection and response
■ Ensuring rapid response 

to exotic pests
■ Ensuring decisions to eradicate 

are based on appropriate 
criteria (technically feasible 
and cost beneficial)

■ An agreed list of potential 
emergency plant pests

■ An industry commitment to 
biosecurity and risk mitigation 
and a government commitment 
to best management practices

■ Cost sharing/payment of eligible costs
■ A cap on contributions (based on GVP)
■ An effective industry/government 

decision-making process
■ A limit in scope (to only cover 

exotic pest threats relevant to 
PHA member industries)

Costs
The ADFA and the ATGA support the 
development of a Memorandum of 
Understanding between all viticulture 
industries (wine, table grape and 
dried grape) that would clarify how 
the industries would work together 
as PHA members and signatories to 
the Emergency Plant Pest Response 
Deed, negotiated between PHA 
and the Federal Government.

Since the launch of the Viticulture 
Biosecurity Plan both the ADFA and 
Australian Table Grape Association 
(ATGA) have joined Plant Health 
Australia and have become 
signatories to the Emergency Plant 
Pest Response Deed (EPPRD), which 
is the cost-sharing agreement 
between industry and government.

Pest categorisation
Determination of the percentage 
of government and industry 
funding is dependent upon the 
pest category (see table 1). 

Pests are categorised according to their 
potential impacts on human health, 
environment, regional and national 
economies, trade and market access 
and control and production costs.

If several industries are affected, 
response costs are divided according 
to the number of industries affected.

Grower reimbursement of costs 
incurred as part of an eradication 
program would include: 
■ Loss of profit from the crop destroyed;
■ Direct costs of the Response 

Plan incurred by the owner; 
■ Replacement value of any 

capital items destroyed as 
part of the Response Plan; 

■ Depreciated replanting costs; 
■ Depreciated loss of profit 

during the non-bearing period 
of immature vines; and 

■ The value of any stored produce 
on-farm that might be destroyed 
as part of the Response Plan.

All Australian Governments 
committed
All Australian Governments ratified 
the cost-sharing agreement in 2005.

The Federal Agriculture Minister Peter 
McGauran said industries that are 
not signatories to the EPPRD (cost-
sharing agreement) will not have a 
say in the management of a pest 
or disease eradication program or 
receive cost-reimbursement from 
government if eradication commences.

Plant health levy essential
Contingency planning for the event of an exotic pest or disease outbreak has moved to 

a new level with the development of National Biosecurity Plans for horticulture.

Plant Health Australia

Table 1: Pest categories and funding responsibilities outlined in the EPPRD

Pest categorisation Government funding (%) Industry funding (%)

Category 1 100 0

Category 2 80 20

Category 3 50 50

Category 4 20 80
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Since ADFA & ATGA have become 
members of Plant Health Australia and 
are signatories to the cost sharing 
agreement with Government (EPPRD), 
both industries are required to confirm 
the funding mechanism by which ADFA 
and ATGA intend to meet any obligations 
that may arise under the EPPRD.

Both the ADFA & ATGA have decided 
to propose to their levy payers that a 
statutory plant health or EPPR levy, 
initially set a zero, be introduced.

Under the EPPRD, the Australian 
Government has agreed to underwrite 
plant industries share of costs 
of a response to an outbreak of 
an emergency plant pest. This is 
conditional on the affected industry 
being able to demonstrate its ability 
to repay the Commonwealth within a 
reasonable period (usually 10 years).

Most plant industries have indicated 
that their preferred mechanism for 

repayment in the event of an Emergency 
Plant Pest Response (EPPR) would be 
through an EPPR levy. Initially these 
EPPR levies would have operative 
rates set at zero and would only be 
activated in the event of an EPPR.

Recent amendments to the Plant Health 
Australia (Plant Industries) Funding 
Act 2002 provide for EPPR levies to 
be appropriated to PHA and for PHA to 
administer these funds. This provides 
a transparent mechanism by which 
PHA can, on industry’s behalf, repay 
the Commonwealth Government for 
underwriting the industry’s share of 
the costs of an EPPR. The Act also 
provides for EPPR levy monies to 
be used for other emergency plant 
pest related purposes at the request 
of the relevant industry body.

In order to introduce an EPPR levy, the 
Government’s Levy Guidelines and 
Principles must be met – in particular, 

the industry proposing the levy must 
be able to demonstrate that potential 
levy payers have been informed of, 
and support the proposed levy.

Table Grapes – ATGA plans to outline 
the plant health levy proposal at 
levy payer meetings to be arranged 
in coming months. Growers will 
be advised of details by their local 
associations. Any table grape growers 
with objections should advise ATGA 
directly by writing to the Association 
at 31 Deakin Ave, Mildura, Vic, 3500.

Dried Grapes – ADFA will be considering 
the plant health levy proposal at the 
Growers’ Open Forum and annual 
Federal Council meetings to be held 
in Mildura on Monday 23rd & Tuesday 
24th July 2007 respectively. Dried grape 
growers should outline any objections 
by writing (to PO Box 5042, Mildura, Vic 
3502) or by emailing (to enquiries@adfa.
asn.au ) ADFA by Friday 20 July 2007.

Levy proposal

Plant Health Australia

Biosecurity arrangements 
at a glance
■ ADFA and ATGA have both 

joined Plant Health Australia at 
a relatively low annual cost.

■ ADFA and ATGA are signatories to 
the EPPRD (cost sharing agreement) 
– ensuring industry involvement in 
decision-making and eligibility for 
owner reimbursement of costs.

■ Pest categorisation will result in 
shared funding responsibilities 
between Government and industry 
– with a limit on industry liability.

■ Government underwriting of the 
cost sharing agreement in the event 
of an eradication program being 
agreed, with industries that are 
signatories to the EPPRD agreeing 
to repay their share of cost via 
a statutory or voluntary levy.

■	Viticulture reimbursement of costs 
– importantly, these details will 
be negotiated with signatories.

,

T

Phone: (03) 5022 2219  Fax: (03) 5022 2291  Email: Info@TriggsTrellisSupplies.com

CH
0140-V3

This postcard 
is a part of the 
awareness 
program being 
promoted by Plant 
Health Australia



in consultation with the Steering 
Committee and industry stakeholders.

Mr Chidgzey said the project was 
potentially a valuable exercise in 
providing the industry with a platform 
from which to plan its future.

“The challenges our industry is facing 
require clear thinking based on hard 
data, and this study will provide the 
factual basis for our future decision-
making, both on an industry-wide and 
on an individual grower basis,” he said. 
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Marketing Update

A new study aims to better equip 
the dried grape industry with 
the tools and data it needs to 
achieve a sustainable future.

Consultant Garth Swinburn, from 
Scholefield Robinson, said the 
review would get underway with 
an initial assessment of the make-
up of the dried grape industry.

“Initially we will review the existing 
data about the size and production 
of dried fruit growing enterprises 
in the region,” Mr Swinburn said.

“The data looks at the number 
of growers owning particular-
sized properties and identify the 
pool of enterprises that supply a 
majority of the annual production 
of dried grapes,” he said.

“The aim is to quantify the geographical 
location of these enterprises inside or 
outside pumped districts, the varieties 
grown and the level of production 
technology that exists on-farm. “

The review process will also update 
existing benchmarking data by 
collecting current returns and prices 
for the range of dried grape products 
in different varieties and grades.

“Variations in input costs also need to 
be assessed,” Mr Scholefield said.

“We can generally update the 
likely rise in prices of inputs such 
as fertilisers, power and water, by 
assuming overhead costs are the 
same but adding CPI increases. 

“The study will also involve quantifying 
and confirming movements in costs and 
returns over the past two seasons.”

The ADFA chief executive Phil Chidgzey 
said one of the study outcomes 
would be to develop an economic 
model for dried grape production.  

“Primary Industries South Australia 
has already developed a very useful 
profitability model for grapes and 
citrus that we could easily adapt for 
dried grapes,” Mr Chidgzey said.

“The consultant will use the updated 
information in the model to test the 
viability of a range of property sizes of 
say 25, 50, 100 and 200 acre scenarios. 

“The model will be used to identify 
what return is needed for dried grapes 
across the range of enterprises that 
constitute a majority of supply for 
the production base to be viable 
and sustainable,” he said.

Mr Chidgzey said the fine-tuning of the 
economic model inputs will depend on 
feedback from industry, either through 
discussions with specific growers or 
from a Project Steering Committee.

The study will investigate future 
initiatives for the industry that might 
offer opportunities for improved viability.

“It will look at areas where industry 
needs to invest funding and maintain its 
focus to create economic sustainability 
for those growers supplying a majority 
of the volume,” Mr Swinburn said.

He said the review would identify 
components of the recently-
completed project ‘Opportunities 
for Gaining Economies of Scale 
through Collaboration’ that may apply 
to the dried grape industry, in its 
pursuit of economic sustainability. 

This part of the project will be done 

Economic Sustainability Project for 
dried grape industry

ADFA has commissioned a consultant’s review to scope the economics of a sustainable dried 
grape industry.  Garth Swinburn from Scholefield Robinson Mildura will carry out the study 
to provide the updated information and tools to help map the dried grape industry’s future.

Dried Grape Industry 
Sustainability Study

Key outcomes:

• A broad description of the 
property sizes that contribute 
to a majority of the annual 
supply volume of dried 
grapes in the region.

• Updated costs and returns 
(from the 2005 RMCG 
Report) for dried grapes.

• A comprehensive economic 
model adapted for dried fruit 
production that will have the 
capacity to determine the 
prices needed for dried grape 
growers to have viable and 
sustainable enterprises. The 
model will also have the capacity 
to identify the profitability of a 
range of enterprise sizes (25, 
50, 100 and 200 acres) and 
the need for off-farm income 
to support the business, at a 
range of dried grape returns.

• A list of initiatives that will 
enhance the sustainability of the 
dried grape industry (assuming 
dried grape prices at levels that 
ensure the viability of enterprises 
that supply a majority of the 
annual crop). This will include 
sustaining high yields, investing 
in efficient growing systems and 
managing production inputs.

• The outcomes will include a 
written report and an Excel based 
model that can be used and 
updated over coming seasons.

A double sided wetting machine would be necessary when working large properties.



PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR

 
The formulation contains a stabilizer to ensure product quality and stability during the season.

 

Dormex contains a dye and taste deterrent for added peace of mind. Levels of thiourea (a toxic 
contaminant) in Dormex are guaranteed to be below 0.1%, the standard set by the EPA.

 

Crop Care has extensive distribution facilities throughout Australia and can move product  
quickly to where it is needed.

 
Crop Care stores product at 4oC until dispatch to ensure it remains in excellent  

condition all season. Crop Care always supplies fresh product each season.

 
Our Technical Sales Representatives are available to support you.

Stability

Safety

Supply

Storage

Support

A name you  
can trust.

Dormex® is a registered trademark. Crop Care Australasia Pty Ltd ACN 061 362 347

Whether you are growing wine grapes or table grapes, you can trust the quality formulation of 
Dormex® (520g/L cyanamide). Dormex® – the best choice for regulating bud burst – is used for:

 

Trust Dormex for:

•  Increased and more uniform bud break

•  Advanced bud break, flowering and harvest

•  Improved shoot selection and canopy 
development

• Better pest and disease control

• Even maturity and harvest

•  Increased yield where chilling is  
inadequate
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Mildura dried fruit grower Rodney Trigg 
has never been able to ignore a tool 
or device that falls short of the mark, 
or doesn’t quite meet his needs.

The compulsive “tinkerer” has spent 
10 years in horticulture as the founder 
of Triggs Trellis Supplies contracting 
and as a grower, and his passion 
for improving the tools of his trade 
is at last beginning to pay off.

Rodney admits his best invention 
has been the Vicebite Stay Bracket 
– a device that simplifies the 
task of erecting vineyard trellis 
strainer systems, and improves the 
strength of the end assembly.  

“Old-style assemblies involved cutting 
notches in posts, or drilling them, 
to mount the stay or construct the 
end assembly,” Rodney explained.

“There were stay brackets on the 
market, but mostly they were welded 
or needed bolts to fix them.

“Any of those processes weaken 
the assembly, and that’s been 
a constant source of frustration 
for growers when they fail.

“The old-style assemblies are also 
time-consuming to install.  The Vicebite, 
as the name suggests, has teeth both 
sides and the pressure of the straining 
makes it a self-locking unit, no bolts, no 
welds, no cutting the posts,” he said.

Rodney said he and wife Kim had 
the idea for the device at the Mildura 
Horticultural Field Days three years ago.

“I guess you could say it began 
with a thought and became 
an obsession,” he said.

“I was always playing around 
with different ideas and as we 
were just establishing a vineyard 
ourselves we had tried a few 
ways of doing end assemblies and 
had problems with some of the 
other products on the market.

“We just thought there had to be a 
better way.  We started designing, went 
to prototype and testing and a year later 
the first one came off the assembly line. 

“We then released the product at 
the Field Days two years ago.”

Since then, Rodney said interest in 
the product had taken off, first locally, 
then interstate and even overseas.

“In the early days we promoted 
through field days and the like, but 
we have been advertising in the 
last 12 months or so, and that’s 
made a real difference,” he said.

“I think sales in the past year 
have been about triple what 
they were in the first year.”

Rodney said funding through the 
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Forestry’s New Industries Development 

Program would help product and 
market development to the next 
stage. The aim of the NIDP is to help 
businesses investigate and or build 
on business ideas and opportunities, 
to turn them into competitive, 
profitable sustainable ventures.

“The $120,000 funding has to be 
matched by us, and will basically 
allow us to commercialise 
the product,” he said.

“We’re coming up to quite an expensive 
phase of developing the product in 
gaining international patents, so the 
funding will also help offset that cost.

“Sales are quite good here in Australia, 
and we have gained markets in New 
Zealand, the United Kingdom and 
Switzerland through our involvement 
in some international field days. 

 “General fencing requirements are also 
a bit of an untapped market.  There 
is quite good interest there, but we 
haven’t really concentrated on that - our 
focus has initially been on vineyards, 
because of the quantities involved.

“The business is growing all the 
time.  We’re now again in the busiest 
time of year when any planned 
redevelopment is usually done, and 
one of the most pleasing aspects has 
been how the word-of-mouth has 
worked in our favor, and the fact that 
we’re now getting repeat business.  

“That’s really the test for any 
new product,” Rodney said.

He said the ADFA had wholeheartedly 
supported his efforts to devise more 
effective and efficient vineyard devices.

“The ADFA is the driving force 
behind innovation and promotion 
of best practices with in the 
dried fruit industry,” he said.

“They are very keen for people 
to be innovative in their thinking, 
to improve on methods used and 
machinery and equipment designs 
that maximise mechanisation.” 

The ADFA sponsored Rodney’s 
attendance and completion of the 
respected Marcus Oldham Rural 
Leadership Course in June.

A device with bite – 
Vineyard invention goes global

Running a dried fruit property satisfied Rodney Trigg’s need to tinker.  Now the 
best of his vineyard inventions is to be fully-commercialised with the help of 

a Federal Government Development grant and support from the ADFA.

Branch News

Rodney Trigg with his ViceBite stay bracket out in the 
block where it has been used with success.
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GROWERS’ OPEN FORUM
AT MILDURA SETTLERS

FROM 1.30 – 4.30PM ON

MONDAY 23rd JULY 2007

A Growers’ Open Forum will be held on Monday 23 July 2007, from 1.30- 4.30pm at Mildura Settlers, 
Eighth St, Mildura, as part of ADFA Federal Council 2007.

Attendance at the Forum is open to all dried grape growers and industry stakeholders.

The Growers’ Open Forum program includes a broad range of presentations by:
■ NFF President, David Crombie
■ Horticulture Australia Ltd Chairman, Nigel Steele-Scott and Managing Director, John Webster
■ Chairman of HAL Industry Advisory Committees (Marketing and R&D) Barrie MacMillan
■ ADFA Chairman Peter Jones
■ Processor-marketer Update by Sunbeam Foods – Richard Findlay, Chris Ellis & Andrew Mitchell
■ Marketing Projects – Update by Wayne Street (Street, Ryan and Associates)
■ Benchmarking & Economic sustainability project – Update by Garth Swinburn (Scholefield Robinson, 

Mildura)

David Crombie has been President of NFF for the past 12 months and will provide an outline of recent 
NFF activities and priority issues including progress with the National Plan for Water Security, workplace 
relations, trade and the Federal election & priority issues for agriculture. Nigel Steele-Scott and John 
Webster will provide an update on Horticulture Australia’s activities including their involvement in the 
development of a Horticulture Industry Strategic Plan.

Barrie MacMillan will provide an update on the projects being funded by levies. Wayne Street and Garth 
Swinburne will provide updates on projects being undertaken for ADFA.

ALL GROWERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND MONDAYS’ FORUM

ADFA Centenary Dinner
A dinner to celebrate ADFA’s 100 years of operation will be held on the evening of Monday July 23 at the 
Grand Hotel, Mildura.

The ADFA has had a good response from guests invited to attend the dinner in recognition of their services 
to the dried grape industry and willingness to work with ADFA over the years. 

However, there are still some places available for grower members of ADFA or retired growers who have 
been involved in the dried vine fruit industry and are interested in attending the dinner. The cost will be $35 
for an individual or $70 per double.

Any members who wish to attend should contact Karlee at ADFA by phoning 03 5023 5174.
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Grower Profile

Young Giovanni Dimasi could hardly 
have known less about the country 
he was emigrating to when he 
boarded a boat to leave his native 
southern Italy 55 years ago this year.

He knew only there was no 
future for his young family in the 
home village of San Nicola in 
the wake of World War Two. 

But Australia was another thing. He 
arrived in Melbourne as part of the 
nation-building wave of Southern 
European immigrants in 1952, with no 
assets, little money and no English. 

But he knew how to work and 
he wanted to build a future.

“It was always about work with Dad. 
Work, work, work,” his son, Mildura 
table grape grower Frank, said.

“He arrived in Melbourne then made 
his way to Mildura where he picked 
up a job for a contractor cutting wood 
to run the FMIT pumps,” Frank said.

“The contractor would leave a gang out 
at Morkalla with a 44 gallon drum of 
water and supplies and call back the 
following week to pick up the cut wood.

“I think he wondered what he’d come 
to – he told me at the start 
he was working 
just to get 

enough money to get a 
ticket home again.

“But he told me years later he worked 
for a man throwing wheat on the ground 
for his chooks.  I think that was the 
turning point for him.  He thought that 
at home we didn’t have enough wheat 
to feed our family, and here was a bloke 
throwing it to his chooks.  Despite his 
tough start he believed that this was 
a place where he could get ahead.

“After a while he hooked up with some 
other Italian fellows and got them 
jobs with the contractor and I think in 
the end they had a pretty good time 
out there in the bush camping and 
cutting wood until it rained and they 
were stranded without supplies.”

Giovanni moved on to Shepparton, then 
Mansfield, but eventually found his 
way back to Mildura where he settled 
to share-farming in glasshouses at 
Buronga with the Morello family and 
picking up jobs wherever he could.

“At one stage Dad would ride 
his bike from Koorlong to Monak 
and back each day for work on 
a fruit block,” Frank said.

  

Family follows in father’s footsteps
Hard-working, focused and passionate about the region’s horticulture, Mildura’s 

Dimasi family is looking forward. It’s food for thought that only 50 years ago the family 
patriarch was working three jobs in a foreign country to try to build a future.

The Dimasi brothers, Cos, Joe and Frank in a patch of Sultanas on Swingarm trellis

Five years after arriving in Australia, 
Giovanni had saved enough money 
for a deposit on a 20-acre dried fruit 
block near the corner of Benetook 
Avenue and 15th Street, Mildura.

“It was pretty run down. The fellow 
who’d owned it was a horse-breaker.  
There were better blocks around 
his friends told him, but Dad liked 
this one, because he was close to 
the bus route – the bus went past 
every half hour into Mildura and for 
Dad that was the clincher because 
of course he didn’t have a car.”

A tractor shed with Hessian-lined 
walls was one of Dad’s first homes 
in Australia.  It was another five 
years before Giovanni sent for 
wife Maria and their sons Joe 
and Cos and daughter Carmel.

“He wouldn’t bring us out until he had 
enough money for a house,” Joe said.

Raising the money necessary to 
get the block into shape and fix the 
house again involved multiple jobs.

“He worked his own block and 
took outside jobs too,” Joe said.

“He would grow broad-beans and peas 
between the rows of vines at home 
and sell them.  Anything that he could 

do to make a dollar, he did.

“It was 1957 before we got 
here – Mum and Dad 

had spent nearly 
five years apart.”

Three more 
children 
followed 
Maria’s 
arrival in 
Australia – 
Frank, Rita 
and Laura.

“I can 
remember as 
a 13 year old 
arriving here 
not knowing 
much 
English, 
except that 
I had to 
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catch the bus that said 
‘Irymple’,” Joe said.

“One night Carmel and I were late 
catching the bus for some reason, and 
waited and waited, then caught a later 
one. It said ‘Irymple’ but we panicked 
when it turned up 11th street, and 
we jumped off and ran home – only 
to see it ahead of us after it had gone 
around the other route!” Joe laughed.

“Dad got by from his very first day 
in Australia with a little Italian-
English dictionary – but of course 
we kids got used to English 
much quicker at school.”

The brothers agree their father’s 
work-ethic was instilled in them 
throughout their childhood.

“There was always something to do. 
He kept us busy, picking up three-
cornered-jack plants, pruning, picking 
beans and peas – whatever was going 
on at the block we were expected to 
be there helping even when we were 
little.  We often went places, to the 
Easter parade and so on – but never 
before the work was done,” Cos said.

“We got a TV at some stage, but if 
we were sneaking a look at F-Troop 
we’d have one ear on the TV and the 
other listening for Dad’s footsteps 
on the back veranda – it wasn’t 
worth getting caught!” Frank said.

The family bought its first car in 1959.  
“It was a brand new FC Holden and 
Dad was that proud of it.  He didn’t 
have a licence, of course, and nearly 
crashed it on our first proper drive out 
to visit friends at West Merbein.”  

The family bought another 50-acre 
block near the Mildura airport in 1964, 
then the 10 acres adjoining the home 
block in 1968 followed by another six 
acres on the river at Nichols Point.

“They were good savers and could 
make a dollar go a long way.  It’s 
a cliché, but they were incredibly 
self-sufficient people,” Frank said.

“We have olive trees around the 
boundary and Dad bought a press 
and we’d make olive oil and sell what 
we didn’t need.  We grew tomatoes, 
dried them and made sauce from 
what we needed and sold the rest.  A 
group of families would buy a calf or 
a pig at the markets to fatten up and 
we had a cow, chooks and made our 
own cheese and bread,” he said.

Despite the family’s success in 
horticulture oldest son Joe said he 
was quick to work out fruit-growing 
was not his strongest asset. He 
began work in the ANZ bank after 
finishing school, then worked as an 

accountant at the Wintersun Hotel 
before buying the Merbein Hotel 
with his brothers in 1975.  He later 
bought Murray Valley Wholesalers 
(now One Stop Wholesalers) which 
he still operates with his wife Mary 
and their son John and his wife.

Frank and Cos, though, followed 
their father into the horticulture 
business, Cos and wife Roma in 
dried fruit, table grapes and wine 
grapes, and Frank and wife Maria 
Angela in table grapes on the family’s 
original Benetook Avenue property.

Their properties are modern, efficient 
operations with state-of-the-art 
irrigation and production infrastructure. 

“Dad was nearly 80 when he 
gave up pruning,” Frank said.

“Up to age 78 he would still be 
pruning full bore each year.”

He admits the transition from 
one generation to the next was 
not without its difficulties.

“Every generation has to make their 
way, I suppose.  I remember just after 
I left school I had done a weediciding 

course and went out and bought a 
new Andiline weediciding unit.  Dad 
and Cos wouldn’t let me use it!  Dad 
couldn’t see what was wrong with a 
shovel and silly plough.  Cos thought 
I’d poison all the vines.  It eventually 
came to a bit of a confrontation, but 
one that particular time I did get my 
way – and I like to think we haven’t 
looked back since,” Frank said.

Giovanni and Maria passed away 
in their 80s two years ago and the 
boys say the family work ethic will 
continue to stand them in good stead.

“It’s pretty tough one way and another 
in horticulture at the moment, but I 
suppose this is just another one of the 
battles all our industries and our people 
have fought to stay here,” Frank said.

“Mildura is a great place and we 
have terrific people here and in this 
industry and I’m sure with persistence, 
hard word and good planning, 
things will turn around again.

“It’s a pity that Governments appear 
to be making life harder than it has to 
be for family farmers at the moment.

“I’m sure that they listen to the 
wrong people, but it’s bad policy 
for any Government to be hurting 
the very people who produce food 
and contribute so much to the 
community and the country.

“Our parents did so much with so little, 
just like so many others who came 
here from other countries. Government 
can help by understanding the ‘triple 
bottom line’ benefits of having family 
farms into the future,” he said.

- Parents, Giovanni and Maria Dimasi in their 70’s

“The contractor 
would leave a gang 
out at Morkalla with 
a 44 gallon drum of 
water and supplies 
and call back the 
following week...”
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Greater Sunraysia fruit fly zone to 
improve market access for horticulture
In recent years the increased incidence 
of fruit fly within the Fruit Fly Exclusion 
Zone (FFEZ) and adjacent regions has 
led to a marked rise in the number 
of outbreaks of the pest in key 
Victorian fruit production regions. 

The rise in fruit fly activity has 
restricted marketing initiatives of local 
horticultural industries sending produce 
to sensitive domestic markets and 
those wanting to access a number 
of new lucrative Asian markets. 

In contrast, the Riverland region in 
South Australia has remained relatively 
free of fruit fly, enabling industry in 
that area to gain a substantial market 
advantage through greater recognition 
within international trading partners 
of the region’s area-freedom status.

International trade delegation officials 
reviewing the Greater Sunraysia region 
in 2004/05 made comment that the 
future market access proposals could 
be viewed more favourably if the 
production region was a smaller, more 
manageable zone. It was suggested that 
such a zone could be maintained as a 
highly protected Pest Free Area (PFA) 

with the adjacent surrounding area 
acting as a buffer zone to minimise the 
risk of fruit flies spreading to production 
areas from endemic or outbreak 
areas such as the southern Riverina. 

Since the late 1990’s, importing 
countries world wide are recognising 
area-freedom status as an acceptable 
option for phytosanitory certification 

of a range of host produces. To assist 
in the demonstration of area-freedom 
status, the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations 
(UN) has commissioned a series of 
internationally accepted standards 
outlining the requirements that need to 
be met by an exporting country in order 
to meet the phytosanitory requirements 

of the importing country. One such 
standard - ISPM 26 (Establishment 
of Pest Free Areas for Fruit Flies), is 
broadly accepted by a number of Asian 
countries as the standard outlining the 
generic requirements for area-freedom 
for fruit fly and forms the basis for 
the creation of the Greater Sunraysia 
Pest Free Area (PFA) (Figure 1).

The Greater Sunraysia PFA
The Greater Sunraysia PFA project is an 
initiative of the Victorian Department 
of Primary Industries (DPI), Plant 
Standards Branch. It is quite unique 
as funding is a collaborative effort 
with participation from both the 
Victorian and NSW DPI, the three 
participating industries (citrus, stone 
fruit and table grape), as well as 
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL). 

The project aims to assist the region 
with obtaining area-freedom status 
for Queensland fruit fly. Area-freedom 
status will provide increased market 
access opportunities for the local 
stone fruit, citrus and table grapes 
industries wishing to access markets 
including Taiwan and Japan. 

Discussions with the Minister for Agriculture Joe Helper at Mildura Fruit Co-operative (MFC) in May. (From left) Ian Thornton, 
MFC, Minister Joe Helper, Lyn Jacka PFA Co-ordinator, John Tesoriero and Robert Mansell, Murray Valley Citrus Board.

“The rise in fruit fly 
activity has restricted 
marketing initiatives 
of local horticultural 

industries...”
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Shipping under area-freedom 
arrangements will reduce 
costly disinfestation protocols 
such as cold treatment.

Biosecurity Australia (BA) provides 
valuable input into the project through 
representation within the project 
working group. BA is currently the 
lead federal agency representing 
industry on a range at a range of trade 
discussions. Dialogue with Japan 
and Taiwan on market access issues 
for Greater Sunraysia continues.

Progress of the PFA project
Lyn Jacka has been appointed Project 
Co-ordinator and a Project Operating 
Committee chaired by senior officers 
from Biosecurity Victoria formed.

Ms Jacka is no stranger to the 
horticulture industry. She has worked 
in various roles within the Victorian 
DPI for over 30 years, and most 
recently in the communications field. 

“I am excited to be involved in 
this crucial project and it’s great 
to be working so closely with 
industry again,” Ms Jacka said.

The Project Operating Committee 
has met on several occasions and 
is providing valuable direction to 
the project. Industry members of 

the committee include; citrus: John 
Tesoriero and Robert Mansell, stone 
fruit: Richard Dow and Michael 
Tripodi, and table grapes: Jeff Scott 
and Nick Muraca. Eddie Warhurst is 
the local government representative 
and other participating agencies 
represented include New South 
Wales DPI, Biosecurity Australia 
and the Australian Quarantine 
and Inspection Service (AQIS).

Changes to both Victorian and NSW fruit 
fly legislation will be needed to regulate 
the flow of host fruits into the Greater 
Sunraysia PFA. This work is progressing 
well and requires constant dialogue 
between the working group members 
and NSW and Victorian legislative staff. 

Community awareness
Early in the development of the 
Project Plan, community awareness 
was identified as being crucial to the 
success of the project. The Project 
Operating Committee is currently in 
the process of appointing a company 
to undertake the fruit fly awareness 
campaign. Their work will become 
evident in the coming months and will 
involve the delivery of key messages 
into the entire Greater Sunraysia 
community which includes residents, 

industry (including growers, packers, 
wholesalers) and the travelling public.

Work is progressing on the 
development of quarantine signage 
to delineate the boundaries of the 
PFA and establishment of sites 
suitable for mobile road blocks. It is 
envisaged that signage, consistent 
to that approaching South Australian 
borders will be implemented. 
Negotiations with VicRoads and local 
authorities are underway to ensure 
design and placement of signage 
and roadblock sites is safe and that 
they adhere to strict guidelines. 

The successful implementation of this 
project relies heavily on co-operation 
and assistance from all parties. 
Market access will be achieved and 
maintained only if the community 
(residents, industry and the travelling 
public) remain vigilant and serious 
about the risk fruit fly poses to 
area-freedom within the region.

This PFA project will continue 
until December 2009.

Contact: Lyn Jacka

Victorian DPI Mildura

Tel: (03) 5051 4500

Email: lyn.jacka@dpi.vic.gov.au
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ATGA Chief Executive Report

ATGA signs EPPRD
Table Grape 
Association (ATGA) 
has become a 
signatory to the 
Emergency Plant 
Pest Response 
Deed (EPPRD). 
The deed clarifies 
responsibilities 
and activities 
if an incursion 
occurs. It provides 

a mechanism for industry and 
governments to raise funds for the 
eradication of emergency pests in 
a timely and efficient manner. 

The table grape industry will be 
asked to vote on the establishment 
of biosecurity levy which will be set 
at zero. The levy will only be enacted 
if there is a pest incursion and costs 
are involved. The Federal Government 
has agreed to underwrite the deed and 
will initially fund all costs associated 
with a response to an outbreak. The 
levy will then be enacted where 
industry will be asked to repay the 
cost over a number of years. 

Information sessions will occur at 
local regional areas in the coming 
months to inform all growers of the 
proposed Biosecurity levy. For further 
information see the feature article on 
page 10 of this edition of The Vine.

Promotions
The ATGA promotion campaign 
for the coming season is in its 
final stage of preparation. 

A planning meeting was held with 
Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) 
last month and promotion companies 
outlined how they would position 
grapes as a selling commodity. 

The promotional logo will change 
this year with words ‘grape time 
anytime’ changing to ‘nature’s little 
snack’. The rationale behind this is 
to promote grapes as a small healthy 
snack, full of goodness and fun to 
eat. Various images will be designed 
to depict grapes as ‘little rays of 
sunshine’, showing cheerful children 
holding and eating grapes with a 
heavenly blue sky background. 

The campaign will build on the 
strengths of the previous campaigns: 
targeting adults and kids, educating 
people on the different varieties, 
and communicating the benefits of 
grapes as the all round family snack. 

The key messages of the campaign 
will be grapes are a great healthy 
portable snack perfect for the 
whole family; they contain 80% 
water, are high in beneficial natural 
sugars and are Australian. 

The focus of the campaign will be 
outdoor advertising to target consumers 

on the way to shop for the home and 
to increase impulse buying. As well 
as outdoor advertising, there will be 
in-store advertising and point-of-sale 
material at both independent retailers 
and supermarkets which will display 
nutritional information of grapes. The 
promotional bunch bags will also 
be available with improved quality 
and readability. Indoor sampling will 
be part of the campaign prompting 
consumers to purchase grapes. 

An extensive public relations campaign 
will also compliment the creative 
program involving, media articles, grape 
grower profiles, recipe development, 
food editor involvement and tours of 
grape regions by magazine editors.

A new promotional DVD and 
brochure is nearing completion. 
This will be translated into different 
languages to showcase the 
Australian table grape industry for 
international marketing purposes.

Market access
The ATGA is actively pursuing market 
access in a number of countries, in 
particular China, as our main priority, 
along with Korea and Japan. 

A table grape delegation recently 
visited Japan and Korea to investigate 
market access issues and market 
entry strategies. The delegation and 
Australia’s Agriculture Counsellor in 

ATGA CEO, Jeff Scott

Presentation of fresh fruit in Japan is important.
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Korea and Japan met with table grape 
importers, inspected wholesale and 
retail outlets and held discussions with 
the AQIS representatives in both Seoul 
and Tokyo. In Japan the delegation also 
visited table grape production areas. 

Following the visit the delegation 
recommended a specific market entry 
strategy be developed for Australian 
table grapes to successfully enter 
and compete in these markets. They 
suggested the strategy be based on 
supplying quality seedless grapes as 
it was believed impossible to compete 
with Chile on Red Globe and other 
seeded varieties that had good shelf 
life and could arrive in good condition 
with longer sea shipment times from 
Chile. Chile has grown the market 
substantially. In 2007, Chilean exports 
are expected to exceed 24,000 
tonne, having grown from 1800t in 
1996, the first year of access. 

Korea has recently approved market 
access for Australian mangoes. This 
is an important result for Australian 
table grapes because it means that the 
industry’s market application is close 
to consideration. Korea’s quarantine 
service, NPQS, traditionally looks at 
one market access application at 
a time and Tasmanian cherries are 
next in line followed by table grapes. 
Japan has accepted cherries and it 
hoped that Korea will be influenced 
by the Japanese decision.

Japan is becoming increasing reliant 
on imported food including fresh 
fruit to feed its growing population 
of more than 125 million. Japanese 
consumers are very loyal purchasers 
of local fruit and vegetables and 

are acutely concerned about food 
safety. The ATGA delegation visit to 
Japan confirmed a view that there is 
a legitimate market opportunity for 
seedless varieties such as Thomson 
Seedless, Crimson Seedless and 
Autumn Royal. The voyage time from 
Australia would be much less than the 
four to five weeks Chile takes to ship 
to the market and our quality could be 
more reliable throughout the season. 

Table grapes are the next key fruit to 
be considered for market access in 
Japan. But the industry will need to 
satisfy the phytosanitory requirements 
of the country. The table grape industry 
can expect Japan to be concerned 
about fruit flies, light brown apple 
moth, mealy bugs and a range of mites, 
as all of the insects are inspected for 

when Australian oranges destined 
for Japan are cleared by AQIS.

The industry has funded cold 
sterilisation studies at 1.0, 2.0, and 
3.0ºC on Queensland fruit fly and 
Mediterranean fruit fly which should 
be completed by September 2007. 
This data will be presented to MAFF 
in Japan. If satisfied with the initial 
trial data, MAFF requires the trials be 
repeated in a full verification trial in 
the presence of MAFF officials before 
the protocol can be fully accepted 
by the Japanese authorities. For this 
reason, achieving market access in 
Japan will inevitably be more time 
consuming and more expensive than 
gaining access to any other market 
with the same quarantine concerns.

On a more positive note Japan 
has accepted the concept of area-
freedom from fruit flies for Tasmania 
and the Riverland and is considering 
the case for Sunraysia at the present 
time. This would greatly assist the 
importation of grapes if we could 
have area-freedom covering this 
fruit granted by MAFF Japan.

On the import side, Biosecurity 
Australia has now agreed to the 
United States’ request that American 
table grapes be imported into 
Australia without methyl bromide 
treatment. It is expected that imports 
of American grapes will increase 
as a result of this decision and 
this may impact on early season 
northern Australian grapes. 

Chile is yet to export grapes to 
Australia, even though they have a 
protocol to do so. They are negotiating 
with the Australian government to 
change the conditions on how they 
are required to import grapes. 

Early season Japanese Kyoho Grapes, around .80cents for special presentation box.

ATGA delegation with Japanese representatives.
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News Briefs

Basin irrigators to 
make decisions now 

The latest Murray-Darling Basin 
Contingency Report has confirmed 
zero or minimal allocations are 
likely for systems in the southern 
Basin from July 1, 2007. 

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Forestry, Peter McGauran, 
has urged irrigators to prepare for 
the tight outlook in consultation 
with their water suppliers.

“All sectors of agriculture in the 
Basin face difficult management 
issues, with possible restrictions on 
channel-delivered stock and domestic 
water being the most immediate 
problem,” Mr McGauran said. 

Mr McGauran said the Government 
was closely monitoring the situation 
and was considering what additional 
assistance it may be able to provide 
to drought-affected farmers. 

“Help is available to irrigators 
through the Government’s existing 
drought assistance program and a 
new dedicated Murray Darling Basin 
assistance and referral service. 

“We have set up this new hotline to 
give farmers and farm-dependent 
small businesses information about 
Exceptional Circumstances (EC) drought 
assistance and other support measures. 

“All farmers in EC-declared areas 
are eligible to apply for EC income 
and business support, whether they 
are irrigators or dryland producers. 

Mr McGauran said farmers should 
not self-assess, but ring the Drought 
Assistance hotline on 13 23 16 or 
the Murray-Darling Basin Assistance 
and Referral Line on 1800 050 015 to 
check their eligibility for assistance.

Dry Inflow Contingency 
Planning ‘pragmatic’
The National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) 
says it’s is encouraged by the outlook 
for some improved water availability 
in the Murray system, however, the 
situation remains acute ‘on the ground’.

“The ‘Murray-Darling Basin Dry 
Inflow Contingency Planning Report 
for May 2007’ is a pragmatic 
report and the NFF is pleased to 
see that it reflects key concerns 
raised by the sector,” NFF Water 
Taskforce Chair Laurie Arthur said.

“The accurate and timely dissemination 
of information on water availability is 
essential for irrigators and farmers to 
make informed business decisions. 

He said the NFF welcomed the 

Kris Newton, says exceptional 
circumstances assistance is 
not compatible with intensive 
farming and without help the 
industry could be devastated.

“Sixty to 80 per cent of the fruit or 
grape produce, and that’s wine, dry 
grapes and so forth, comes from the 
lower Murray-Darling Basin,” he said.

“Inevitably there will be impacts if 
those vineyards or orchards die.”

E C Interest Rate Subsidy
Exceptional Circumstances Interest 
Rate Subsidy support is now being 
applied for and received by Dried Fruit 
growers in the Sunraysia region.  

Successful applicants receive subsidies 
of up to 80% of the interest paid on 
eligible farm debts, up to a break even 
point that allows an amount for living 
expenses.  Cumulative support over five 
years is up to a maximum of $500,000.

To qualify there are several 
criteria that must be met.

The main criteria is to show financial 
difficulty from the impact of drought 
and this may be in the form of frost 
damage, restricted spring growth and 
lack of fruitfulness, reduced yields 
due to record low rainfall or irrigation 
allocation reductions for NSW growers.

Other key criteria are:
■ The farm is of commercial size
■ The farm business has been 

profitable in the past
■ The applicant has been a farmer for 

at least two years and contributes 
at least 75% of his or her labour 
to the farming enterprise

■ At least 50% of income is derived 
from the farming enterprise

■ Off farm assets do not 
exceed $458,000.

Applications for this year can be lodged 
up to the 23rd October2007 (Victoria) 
and by the 30th November 2007 (NSW).

It is most important growers 
do not self assess their own 
circumstances, but seek information 
and assistance from those familiar 
with drought assistance programs.

Any grower that feels they may be 
eligible or just wishes to find out 
more information should contact 
the Sunraysia Rural Counselling 
Service on 5022 0799.

report’s unequivocal position on the 
provision of information to irrigators:
■ That information be provided by state 

water authorities to key irrigation 
and industry bodies about water 
availability in streams and channels 
in the southern Basin system as 
frequently as possible so that 
irrigators and other industries can 
make key management decisions.

“Further, as we sought from 
Government, the NFF supports the 
Report’s proposal that a reactivation of 
the water market will occur when water 
is again placed into irrigation accounts.”

Dramatic increase in EC 
drought assistance 
The number of farming families 
accessing Exceptional Circumstances 
(EC) drought assistance has more 
than doubled over the past seven 
months to around 22,000. 

The Government has provided $1.7 
billion in EC assistance to farmers 
and small businesses over the 
course of the current drought. 

“The dramatic increase in the number 
of people accessing EC assistance 
follows the Government’s decision 
last year to open EC to all farmers, 
no matter what they produce, as 
well as to farm-dependent small 
businesses,” Mr McGauran said.

“It also reflects the severity and 
prolonged nature of the drought, 
with more than half Australia’s 
agricultural land now EC-declared. 

“In late October last year, there were 
9700 farming families receiving EC 
income support. As of June 8 this year, 
there were almost 22,000 farming 
families receiving the assistance – not 
to mention the more than 750 small 
businesses also accessing EC.” 

HAL warns of fruit and 
vegetable shortages
The horticulture industry is warning 
of a fruit and vegetable shortage 
if the Federal Government does 
not provide support for farmers 
to deal with the water crisis.

Opening water allocations in the 
Murray-Darling Basin next month 
are likely to be zero or very low, 
prompting concerns permanent 
horticulture plantings will die.

The Horticulture Australia Council 
has met with the Federal Agriculture 
Minister, Peter McGauran, to 
request a “disaster relief package” 
to keep growers viable.

The Council’s chief executive officer, 
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The first independent study on the 
involvement of managed investment 
schemes (MIS) in horticulture 
released by Horticulture Australia 
Limited (HAL) has been completed.

Commissioned by Agriculture 
Investment Managers of Australia 
and HAL, the report, Independent 
Review of Managed Investment 
Schemes Involvement in 
Horticulture, was commissioned 
to provide data and analysis of 
MIS in Australian horticulture.

The information presented in the 
report suggests that MIS have had 
an important positive impact on the 
horticulture industries in which they 
participated and on the Australian 
economy as a whole. These benefits 
include, but are not limited to, the 
creation of jobs, the provision of 
greater access to technology, larger 

investments in R&D and innovation, 
more sustainable farm practices, skill 
development and knowledge transfer. 

While the report found that the MIS 
have made positive contributions to 
many horticultural industries, there 
have also been some negative impacts. 
In particular, increased demand by 
MIS projects may have increased 
the prices of inputs, such as water, 
capital and services at a local level. 

The report stated that technically 
speaking MIS do not have any tax 
advantage over other forms of farming 
enterprise. Both MIS and traditional 
farmers can deduct non-capital 
expenses from their taxable income 
and are subject to the same rules 
under the Income Tax Assessment Act.

However, independent consultant 
Econtech Pty Ltd found that MIS do 
have a commercial advantage due to 

their ability to attract capital and the 
depth of resources available to them. 
The report concluded that MIS have 
had both positive and negative impacts 
on the existing horticulture industry.

ATGA President, Nick Muraca disputed 
the claim that MIS had no tax 
advantages over other forms of farming. 
“The minute the announcement was 
made by the ATO that they would stop 
up-front deductions, they lobbied 
like hell for an extension” he said. 

“Why, if it was not an advantage to 
them, did they scream and jump 
up and down and get everyone 
to lobby in their favour?”

Mr Muraca criticised the ATO for 
granting a 18 month extension, 
saying this had allowed companies 
to undertake “five years” worth 
of expansion in 18 months”.

Independent MIS report released 

Drought could 
be breaking

Rural Financial Counselling Services 
(RFCS) in Victoria are now stronger, 
providing a professional service to 
eligible rural clients across the state.

Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Forestry, Sussan Ley said 
new management and delivery 
arrangements began last October. 

“The Australian Government RFCS 
Program provides a free and impartial 
financial counselling service to 
help primary producers, and small 
rural businesses facing financial 
difficulties. Farmers who use 
these services have more control 
over their future,” Ms Ley said.

“Over recent years the program 
has helped farming families and 
small rural businesses struggling 
though this long-term drought 
to access all the government 
assistance available to them.

“The RFCS Program has undergone 
significant changes and now puts 
more emphasis on assisting clients 
with relevant information and options 
for change and adjustment.

“Some options that clients can 
consider are diversification of 
industries, changing farm business 
management practices, leasing the 
farm or obtaining off-farm income.

“And if people are considering 
leaving farming, help is available 
for this too,” Ms Ley said.

The Australian Government’s 2007-
08 Budget provided $45 million to 
the RFCS Program. This new money 
secures the program’s future through 
to June 2011 and it also provides 
further rural financial counselling 
resources to help irrigators and 
farming communities in the 
southern Murray-Darling Basin.

“This funding is on top of the 
additional $7 million announced 
last October in the Australian 
Government’s 2006 Drought Package. 
It has enabled the Sunraysia 
services to appoint additional 
rural financial counsellors, and 
increase administrative support 
to help manage the drought 
related workload,” said Ms Ley.

Rural Financial Counselling 
Service contacts:

MALLEE Karen Crook

kcrook@mthcs.vic.gov.au

0428 394 712

03 50921111

SUNRAYSIA Lorraine Argus

admin@sunrcs.com.au 

03 5022 0799

Financial Counselling 
Services strengthened

The drought that has plagued 
Australia for seven years appears 
to be slowly breaking, all major 
international models show.

A report from the Bureau of 
Meteorology, released on Wednesday, 
shows renewed signs of a La Nina 
being declared in the coming months.

Southern Australia has suffered under 
an El Nino drought for much of the 
decade but La Nina is the opposite 
and brings drought-breaking rains.

“After stalling for around a month, 
there are renewed signs from the 
Pacific Basin which are consistent 
with the early stages of a La 
Nina event,” the report said.

“Furthermore, computer models have 
been unwavering in their predictions 
of a La Nina forming during winter.”

The bureau said every major 
model it looked at was 
showing the same signs.

“The fact that all major international 
coupled models show further cooling 
of the equatorial Pacific Ocean 
over the coming months, suggests 
there is a distinct likelihood of a La 
Nina event occurring in 2007.”
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Drying for Profit activities

Advanced Training and 
Skills program
A full day field trip looking at aspects of 
cordon-based trellis systems wrapped 
up the latest Advanced Skills and 
Training program for growers. To add 
some variety, the group also visited ‘the 
men in the shed’ program at Coomealla, 
a Murray Cod farm and looked at 
the potential of raspberry farming.

The next training program is now ready 
for delivery to growers from July 2007.

The program takes a holistic approach 
to growing grapes profitably and 
covers production, environmental 
and business management and is 
based on a full 12-month seasonal 
cycle with 10 workshops. 

Each session deals with topics relevant 
to the growing cycle and management 
of vineyards at the time of the season. 
Sessions throughout the program are 
given a strong link to the understanding 
of vine physiology so participants 
get an understanding of what is 
happening with vines when critical 
management decisions are made.

The ADFA recognises the vast array of 

information sources available to growers 
and has structured the training program 
in such a way that the latest information 
on research, new technology and 
cultural practices can be funnelled to 
grower participants in a beneficial way.

Growers who are interested in 
participating in this training program 
in 2007/08 (from late July 2007) 
should contact ADFA IDO, John 
Hawtin, to register their interest.

Exceptional Circumstances 
(EC) interest rate subsidies
The ADFA has developed a reference 
document which can be used to 
build a case demonstrating the 
effect of the on the 2007 crop.  This 
document will be made available to 
financial members of the ADFA from 
the office at 31 Deakin Avenue. 

An EC interest rate subsidy has been 
received by one grower in the district 
who demonstrated that the drought 
did have an affect on his yields in 
2007. Any grower who is receiving 

EC household support through 
Centre link should consider applying 
for the EC interest rate subsidy.

There are a number of eligibility 
criteria to receive EC interest 
subsidy support, these include –
■ The producer is located in 

an EC declared area
■ The enterprise is in financial 

difficulty due to EC circumstances
■ Without support the farm 

would not have the capacity to 
achieve or maintain sustainable 
long term profitability

■ The enterprise has been profitable 
in the past and has the potential to 
return to profitability in the future

■ The property is of commercial size
■ The primary producer is primarily 

reliant on this activity for his/
her livelihood and contributes at 
least 75% of their labour to the 
property and at least 50% of income 
is derived from the property

■ The applicant has disposed of – all 
nonessential farm assets and off 
farm assets such that the net value of 
off-farm assets is less than $458,000 
(this does not include bona fide 
superannuation and life assurance)

Growers who think that they are eligible 
should not self access.  Growers are 
urged to use professional help from 
either the Sunraysia Rural Counselling 
Service or their accountant. Remember 
ADFA members can obtain the drought 
effect support document from the ADFA.

Geoff Mitchell from Vinescience explains the various layers in a soil profile to the training group participants.

“Growers who 
are interested in 

participating in this 
training program ... 
should contact ADFA 
IDO, John Hawtin, to 

register their interest....”
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The lead up to the 2008 dried 
vine fruit season is clearly very 
challenging with growers facing 
an uncertain water allocation. 

This follows a disappointing 
2007 harvest where intake 
was down significantly, mainly 
due to reduced yields.

Global pricing for both sultanas 
and currants has not seen any 
upward movement and the 
stronger Australian dollar has made 
Australian fruit less competitive. 

However, due to the reduced tonnage 
available to export markets, Sunbeam 
was able to achieve a price premium 
for the limited Australian five crown 
light sultanas in its traditional European 
markets. Another positive factor is 
that the domestic retail market has 
continued to show growth, although 
not quite as fast as last year. 

The strong promotion of the Sunbeam 
brand along with innovative new 
products has supported this growth 

e.g.... the new “Sultana Mini” packs 
and the Fruit ‘n’ nut snack bars.

The difficult growing and selling 
environment has created uncertainty 
and Sunbeam wishes to make sure 
growers have as much information 
as possible to plan for 2008. 

Growers should understand that in 
2008 prices for dried vine fruit will 
go up. The level of the price increase 
will be quantified nearer to harvest 
but Sunbeam believes this positive 
signal needs to be communicated to 
growers to aid their decision making. 

In addition, over the next few weeks 
Sunbeam Field Officers will be 
discussing contracts with growers 
whose contract term is expiring. 
Sunbeam believes that its offer to 
renew will be both attractive and 
competitive and should assist growers 
to better manage their business 
risk and plan for the future. 

It is important that, as much as 
possible, growers continue with 

their normal vine management 
practices. Sunbeam’s growth 
strongly supports the continued use 
of Australian grown dried fruit. 

Price rise forecast for 2008

Sunbeam Update
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Imports
Dried grape imports for the 2 months to 
30 April 2007 were significantly higher 
than import levels 12 months earlier. 
■ Total imports 4,703 tonnes 
■		Currants 426 tonnes 
■ Sultanas 3,720 tonnes 
■ Other dried grapes 557 tonnes 

Sultana imports have continued at 
high levels, up nearly 2,000 tonnes or 
180 percent on the same period last 
year.  Total imports have risen by 2,669 
tonnes in the first two months, up 130 
percent.  Other dried grape imports 
were up 243 tonnes or 78 percent 
on the same two-month period the 
previous year.  Currant imports were 
up by only 29 tonnes or 7.3 percent.

Biosecurity Levy Proposal
The ADFA has joined Plant Health 
Australia (PHA) and become a 
signatory to the Emergency Plant 
Pest Response Deed (EPPRD).  This 
deed is the cost-sharing agreement 
between Government and industry 
if a biosecurity emergency occurs. 
The dried grape industry is obliged 
to determine the funding mechanism 
by which ADFA would meet any 
obligations arising under the Deed. 

A separate article on page 11 
outlines the ADFA Board preference 
for moving to a statutory EPPR 
levy.  The levy would initially be 
set at an operative rate of zero.

Drought and water availability
The ongoing drought conditions across 
Australia and impending reduction 
in water allocations in 2007/08 
have remained a top priority for the 
Board. ADFA continues to participate 
actively in a wide number of forums 
to ensure Governments and policy 

makers are kept informed. This 
involvement includes participation at 
recent Victorian Community Cabinet 
meetings in Mildura, National Farmers’ 
Federation meetings, Horticulture 
Australia and Horticulture Australia 
Council meetings and more.

Victorian Community Cabinet
ADFA met with the new secretary 
of DPI Victoria Richard Bolt and 
discussed current issues facing the 
dried grape industry, including the 
lack of investment, as well as some 
of the project initiatives being taken.

ADFA also met with he Victorian 
Minister for Water, John Thwaites 
about the essential water needs for 
permanent plantings.  Another meeting 
with the Minister for Planning, Justin 
Madden, discussed the need to amend 
planning restrictions so existing farm 
houses can be subdivided off.

Prune Industry Negotiations
ADFA and the Australian Prune Industry 
Association are continuing to negotiate 
about future arrangements. Discussions 
to date have been very positive.

‘Australian Grown’ logo launched 
The new ‘Australian Grown’ logo 
has been launched.  It allows 
consumers, for the first time, to 
quickly identify packaged food that 
has been grown on Australian farms. 

Launching the new logo in Sydney, 
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Forestry, Peter McGauran, 
said Australian farmers had long-
campaigned for clearer food labelling.

“Our farmers will benefit significantly 
from consumers being able to quickly 
spot Australian grown products when 
walking along supermarket aisles. 
Research conducted in a Victorian 

supermarket last year clearly shows 
that shoppers are keen to buy Australian 
made products,” Mr McGauran said. 

“However, by extending the highly 
successful ‘Australian Made’ logo to 
Australian grown products, consumers 
will now, at a glance, be able to easily 
identify locally-produced packaged 
food – be it in a can, bag or packet. 

“Australian exporters will also be 
able to use the logo in overseas 
markets, capitalising on our 
reputation for producing healthy, high 
quality products. This new initiative 
builds on the iconic ‘Australian 
Made’ logo which is recognised 
by 98 percent of consumers.” 

The ‘Australian Grown’ logo can 
now be applied to products where 
all the ingredients were grown in 
Australia and virtually all the cost of 
production is incurred in Australia. 

The Government has committed up 
to $1.7 million to promote the logo. 
The campaign will be administered by 
Australian Made Campaign Limited. 

Further information about the 
campaign can be found at www.
australiangrown.com

ADFA Board News
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NFF Briefs
National emissions trading 
scheme supported

The National Farmers’ Federation 
(NFF) will support a national 
emissions trading scheme that 
recognises the role agriculture 
has already played in limiting 
Australian greenhouse emissions. 

Farmers manage more than 60% 
of Australia’s landmass and NFF 
President David Crombie said they 
had both the experience and on-
the-ground knowledge to greatly 
contribute to any national effort to 
reduce greenhouse emissions.

Mr Crombie said perhaps the biggest 
potential threat to the future of 
Australian agriculture is increased 
global climate variability. 

In its submission to the Prime 
Ministerial Task Group on Emissions 
Trading, the NFF called for development 
of a scheme that would environmentally 
effective and sustainable outcomes 
that also took into account economic 
and social implications.

The NFF also proposed farmers should 
not be direct participants in a national 
emissions trading scheme. Rather, 
Australian farmers could play a key part 
by marketing eligible “off-set credits” to 
enable scheme participants to achieve a 
net reduction in their annual emissions. 

“Everyday farmers make crucial 
decisions about their businesses based 
on seasonal and weather outlooks. 
Agriculture is significant both in terms 
of the greenhouse emissions attributed 
to the sector and the potential we have 
to sequester or abate greenhouse 
emissions. Farmers must therefore be 
centrally involved in the development 
of any scheme,” Mr Crombie said.

“Any strategy to reduce net greenhouse 
emissions should not rely solely 
on emissions trading, but involve 
significant public investment in 
research to develop new low-carbon 
technologies that have the potential to 
reduce greenhouse emissions while 
maintaining or improving productive 
output and economic competitiveness.

“Australia’s primary sector has already 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions 
by over 40% over the past 15 years. 
Not only have farmers put a halt to 
land-clearing, but we’ve gone the 
other way, with the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics recording that Australian 
farmers plant over 20 million trees-a-
year, solely for conservation purposes. 

 “It is essential that governments 
provide full recognition of this annual 

contribution by agriculture and 
develop mechanisms that address the 
enormous inequity of this imposition.”

North-South Railway finally ‘on track’

THE National Farmers’ Federation 
(NFF) has endorsed the Australian 
Government’s decision to commission 
a $15 million engineering and 
scoping study to determine the 
best alignment for an inland railway 
from Brisbane to Melbourne.

The NFF has called for a signal 
from the Government to investors 
that it is serious about delivering 
solutions to overcome the looming 
transport crisis as Australia’s freight 
needs are set to double by 2020.

This is a genuine nation-building 
project that will provide greater 
capacity for farmers and the regional 
economy to get their produce 
from farms to markets – including 
international markets via ports – in 
the most efficient manner possible.

The Government has recognised 
the need to provide a clear signal 
to all potential investors along the 
corridor that it is committed to the 
delivery of planning and supporting 
infrastructure along the rail route.

Increasing projected domestic demand 
for food and energy is seeing an 
unprecedented call upon transport for 
agricultural commodities. While the 
domestic freight task across Australia 
is expected to double by 2020, in the 
eastern states this is expected to be 
closer to triple, according to the Bureau 
of Transport and Economics (BTRE).

Transport infrastructure across all 
modes is vital to ensure that the 
on-farm efficiencies our farmers 
have consistently achieved over 
the past 20 years are matched 
through the supply chain.

Australian Fair Pay Commission 
(AFPC) – June 2007 Wage Review

NFF has made a submission to the 
Australian Fair Pay Commission 
on its June 2007 Wage Review.

NFF has met with the Commission 
and proposed a 12-month deferral 
for farmers of the June 2007 wage 
increase. The NFF has argued 
incapacity to pay due to the drought.

The AFPC has sought more information 
from the NFF on its proposal as well 
as an overview of how Exceptional 
Circumstance (“EC”) operates. 

GRAFTED
VINES – 2007

Autumn Royal on Freedom

Black American on Ramsey

Crimson on Paulsen

Crimson on Richter 99

Crimson on Schwarzmann

Flame on Freedom

Menindee on Freedom H5

Menindee on H5 Sultana

Red Globe on Dog Ridge

Sultana on Ramsey

Sun Muscat on Paulsen

Flame on 101-14
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Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) update

The coming 
season is 
posing an 
enormous 
challenge 
to dried and 
table grape 
producers. 
When such 
statements 
have been 
made in the 
past it has 
usually been 

in regard to profitably marketing 
our grape crops in the face of tough 
competition. This year the challenge 
is in the production of the crops 
in the exceptional circumstances 
of very limited water that not only 
threatens the income of growers 
but also the major asset of the 
business enterprise, the vineyard 
itself should the water unavailability 
extend beyond this season.

The past season has seen NSW and 
SA based growers facing significant 
reductions to their allocations and 
this coming season Victorian growers 
will also be impacted severely.

The Table Grape industry and 
Nick Muraca, in particular, is to be 
congratulated on thinking beyond the 
immediate challenge to his industry to 
bring all the peak industry bodies with 
production centered on the Murray 
Valley together to discuss what is 
needed to assist their grower members 
in the period of this challenge. The 
meetings in Mildura and subsequently 
Melbourne convened by the ATGA 
through Horticulture Australia and 
attended by Dried and Wine Grapes, 
Citrus, Apples, Pears, Stonefruit, 
Cherries, Almonds, Pistachio, and 
various Vegetable industry peak 
industry bodies addressed the 
needs of irrigators from a personal, 
business and community viewpoint 
in the short and longer term.

A major outcome of the meeting has 
been an effort to review the Exceptional 
Circumstance (EC) provisions as they 
apply to primary producers, which were 
developed to assist dryland, broadacre 
annual grains and livestock industries 
but extend to cover horticultural 
enterprises. The task of ensuring 
the specific needs of horticulture 
are adequately covered has been 
taken up by the Horticulture Australia 
Council (HAC). HAC was formed in 
June 2000 to effectively deal with the 
increasing number of critical issues 
that are threatening and challenging 
the livelihood of horticultural industry 
stakeholders. It has eighteen grower 
association members representing 
over 95% of the Australian horticulture 
industry. HAC is the sister organisation 
of Horticulture Australia with a charter 
that allows it to address agri-political 
issues whereas HAL’s charter is to 
facilitate research and development 
and marketing for industries. 

The other key areas identified 
by the industries at the May 
26 meeting were to: 
■ maximise water for horticulture, and

■ requirements of producers to 
assist their decision making.

Horticulture Australia has had as 
an across industry program since 
2003, the Horticulture Water Initiative 
(HWI) to “Ensure access to water for 
responsible and profitable horticulture”. 

The HWI is addressing the national 
water issues and ensuring that the 
horticulture industry can ensure 
it is a profitable and responsible 
water user. It supports a Horticulture 
Water Coordinator and an industry-
based Water Steering Committee 
that is knowledgeable in water 
planning and management.

The HWI has three strategies:
Strategy A - Demonstration of the 
economic and social contribution 
that irrigated horticulture makes 
to the wider community.

Strategy B - Innovation related 
to efficient and environmentally 
responsible water use.

Strategy C - Policy analysis and 
support to water management 
decision-makers regarding 
horticulture’s water service needs.

Further information on the HWI activities 
are available on the Water Website 
www.horticulture.com.au/water    

In addition to the local water authority 
websites other valuable information 
sources to assist producers with 
the efficient use of water and 
information to assist with how to 
manage restricted irrigations are:

Riverlink Waterlink webpage: http://
www.riverlink.gov.au/waterlink/

PIRSA’s Irrigation / Water Management 
website: http://www.pir.sa.gov.au/
dhtml/ss/section.php?sectID=1722

After attending several meetings 
on the position facing Australian 
horticulturists and those in the Murray 
Valley in particular, the most promising 
information was provided by Mr 
David Dreverman – General Manager 
River Murray, Murray-Darling Basin 
Commission who noted at the recent 
HAL industry forum in Sydney that 
all six international models indicated 
an end of El Nino and a start of La 
Nina. The term La Nina refers to the 
extensive cooling of the central and 
eastern Pacific Ocean. In Australia 
(particularly eastern Australia), La Nina 
events are associated with increased 
probability of wetter conditions. 

Exceptional Circumstances

HAL Industry Services 
Manager, Ross Skinner 

“...the challenge is 
in the production 

of the crops in 
the exceptional 

circumstances of 
very limited water...”

Low water levels on the Murray River
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Preparing to manage 
Low Water Allocations
Unless there are extraordinary, 
higher-than-average inflows into 
the catchments, there will be 
reductions in water allocations 
for Sunraysia irrigators in the 
2007/08 irrigation season.

GMW has advised that 50% of growers’ 
carry over water will be available 
from July 2, 2007 and it is expected 
that 100 percent of carry-over water 
will be available for use by the end 
of July.  Water allocations will then 
continue to be adjusted as further 
inflows into catchments occur.

There are a number of management 
options that growers can 
consider to survive reduced 
water allocations depending on 
how large the reductions are. 

However dried grape growers 
are fortunate, particularly if post-
harvest irrigations have been used 
to keep the soil profile moist. It may 
not be necessary to irrigate until 
late September or early October 
if we continued to receive some 
winter/early spring rainfall.

If cover crops were planted or there 
has been strong weed growth, these 
need to be slashed or mulched and 
the residue sprayed with herbicide.

Consideration should be given to 
removing any unproductive patches 
on the block, so as to allow water 
to be used on more productive 

patches and giving the crop its best 
chance to mature successfully.

In a scenario where there is very little 
water available it is pointless trying 
to ‘struggle’ and get all the vines on 
the block through the season.   They 
will produce tiny Sultanas the size of 
Currants which would be considered 
unsalable and they will have no useful 
canes for the following season.

As the season progresses there are a 
number of vine management options 
that can be implemented to reduce 
or eliminate the crop completely – 
allowing the vine to continue growing 
strong, healthy replacement fruiting 
canes for the following season.

The important message is to leave all 

options open for as long as possible 
until there is a very clear understanding 
of how much water will be available. 
This will be clearer after September/
October when most runoff into 

the catchments has occurred.

Farm Safety Manual
The Horticultural Farm Safety 
Manual for Horticulture in the Murray 
Valley was launched at the Mildura 
Field Days at the end of May.

After mailing lists are checked with 
the four participating industries to 
avoid multiple copies being mailed to 
some growers, ADFA will be posting 
this manual to its financial members. 
For growers who are not members 
of the ADFA the manual will be 
available the ADFA office Mildura.

This is a check-list driven manual. 
It has been designed to make it 
easier for all horticulturists to check 
over their properties and identify 
and give clear guidelines on those 
safety requirements which may need 
action. Future training to support this 
manual will be available once the 
manuals have been distributed.

Snail Control
If mulching of weeds and any cover 
crop is the preferred method of weed 
control, care needs to be taken to 
avoid the build up of snails in mulch. 

This may not be as important during 
winter months but care should be 
taken to avoid throwing mulch and 
leaving vine litter under the vine 
row. This will create a goo cover for 
snails to hibernate and breed once 
they become active and give them 
easy access up into the vines.

Around the Block

Snails hibernating in the protection of a vine guard

Robert Mansell representing the industries involved in the OH&S manual project 
hands over an OH&S manual to Allan Long representing ADFA .
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